Privacy Seminar

Speaker:
Jayson Jin

Title:
Engineers and Lawyers: Collaboration in the organization

Abstract:
As the privacy industry grows and gets complicated, it requires the collaboration between engineers and lawyers to achieve privacy compliance for the organization. In essence, both engineers and lawyers need to be in the same room because engineers build the systems and lawyers interpret the requirements. Engineers and lawyers are different as engineers focus on building the systems by seeking practical and precise solutions whereas lawyers focus on legal compliance by analyzing legal issues and risks. Despite such differences, engineers and lawyers are similar as both of them are problem solvers with analytical skills. Understanding these differences and similarities is crucial to building team synergy between engineers and lawyers.

Bio:
Jayson Jin is AdTech and AI Privacy counsel at Intuit. He works on enterprise and product privacy - data privacy stewardship; adtech; artificial intelligence; and data privacy legislative trends. He also worked as a privacy counsel at Electronic Arts, supporting game studios globally on legal compliance. Prior to becoming a lawyer, he worked as a tech professional supporting data strategy and analysis for a decade in various industries.

WHEN: February 6th 2024
12:30-1:50pm
WHERE: Hamburg Hall Room 1002

ZOOM LINK:
https://cmu.zoom.us/j/97389172852?pwd=Q2Q5MEE2b29TaS9VeDQ4VHVXckV2dz09